Como Escribir un Poema de Amor

GRATIS
Directions: Sort the words in the large box by rewriting them into the box on the right that Features a word that it rhymes with.

toca      pasión
jabón     rosado
dorado    llorado
sabor     infeliz
cariz     confesión
nariz     hablador
ciclón    sofoca
loca      cicatriz
peor      adoración
actriz    razón
choca     escultor

corazón
amor
enamorado
feliz
boca
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Directions: Choose one of the six boxes from the previous activity and write each of the words next to the number in the boxes below.
Look up the English meaning and write it in the circle next to the Spanish word.
Use each word in a sentence, in Spanish, making sure that the word from the box is the LAST word in each sentence.
Use the Space at right to organize your sentences into a poem and give your poem a title in Spanish!
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